Everything seems new and yet familiar. I know I haven’t been to this island before, yet, as we walk through the gardens of the abandoned Benedictine monastery, it feels like I already know it. The reason I probably do is that Lokrum Island in Croatia was used as a location for the hugely popular fantasy TV series Game Of Thrones. The island is peaceful – it’s uninhabited except for peacocks and lots of birds, all singing merrily in the cypress and pine trees. In Game Of Thrones, it was part of the fictional city of Qarth – the monastery gardens are where the party for Daenerys Targaryen was held. Her time in Qarth was not happy – and it turns out that in real life the island is said to have a curse which befalls anyone who lives there or stays overnight.

Yvonne Gordon discovers the real star of Game of Thrones – the city of Dubrovnik
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You go back in time when you cross the moat.

A three-hour walking tour of Game Of Thrones locations with Guided tours costs €50 or €110 for an indutial tour, see www.Gulliver.hr for cost.
The Discroller King’s Landing package costs from €320 per person at Hotel Belvedere (inclusive of airport transfers) or at Hotel Excelsior from €621 per person or at A2 Airport Limousine from Dubrovnik from €170 one way until October 25, see www.excelsior.com.

GETTING THERE

A three-hour game of Thrones walking tour in Dubrovnik with Viator costs €45 per person, www.Viator.com. A three-hour walking tour of Game Of Thrones locations with Guided tours costs €50 or €110 for an individual tour, see www.Gulliver.hr for cost.
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Is this the end of room service?

You can only remember two occasions when you could be out experiencing the menu, often making no money despite the high cost of items on the menu.

Drama: A play by Paddy Jellicoe, starring Jim Low, Lise Widdicombe and Margaret Yorke, preview at an aim in Game Of Thrones.
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Why Wexford?

• Fantasy Locations
• Friendly People
• Delicious Food
• Historic buildings and attractions
• So much to see and do

Let us fire your exfo...